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We review your Azure architecture and optimise it if
necessary on the basis of our best practices.

We optimise your Azure architecture
More and more companies are moving their applications and data to the cloud in order to take advantage of the benefits it offers. They start by migrating individual workloads and continue adding more
over time. This growth, however, also increases the
complexity of their IT environment in the cloud. The
original goals are often not fully achieved and it becomes increasingly difficult for customers to assess
the cost/benefit of the cloud services used.
Using key principles throughout your architecture
can help you continuously improve your architecture.
We can help you with our Architecture Review. If
required, we can also handle the implementation of
best practices for you.
What is an Azure Architecture Review?
A certified Azure Cloud architect from Swisscom will
conduct the review for you and assess your Azure
architecture based on four pillars (see chart). In the
final report, we’ll give you an insight into its current
status and any potential risks posed by the Azure
architecture examined.

We will also provide you with concrete optimisation
and risk reduction measures. If required, we’ll be
happy to help you implement the recommended
changes.
How you can benefit from our Architecture Review:
– Analysis: get an analysis of your Azure architecture based on Azure best practices
– Benchmark analysis: get an up-to-date overview
of the potential and risks of your Azure architecture
– Recommendations: receive a detailed report with
concrete recommendations and measures to improve your Azure architecture
– Implementation: get professional support from
our certified Azure architects to optimise your Azure architecture and close gaps
– Key principles: gain a competitive edge over your
rivals with a continuously optimised Azure architecture and additional services tailored to your
business

The four pillars of our Azure Architecture Review
Efficiency & operation

Efficient operation
and optimal use of IT
resources

Security

Protection of information,
systems and resources

Availability &
reliability

Prevent or recover
quickly from outages

Performance &
scalability

Optimal utilisation
and scaling of IT
resources

Facts & Figures

Swisscom (Switzerland) Ltd Enterprise Customers, P.O. Box,
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The information in this document does not constitute a
binding offer. It is subject to revision at any time.

Half-day Azure Architecture Review led by a Swisscom Azure Cloud architect.
Basic services

You will receive a report with concrete measures to optimise and reduce the risks posed by
your architecture.
Hire Swisscom to implement the changes (based on a separate assignment).

Optional services The basic services can also be combined with the following:

Costs

Flat fee of CHF 1,900

We take a holistic approach with our portfolio. In addition to Professional Services, Managed Services and our Reselling+ portfolio, we are your partner for Office 365 and Dynamics. Find out more at www.swisscom.ch/azure.

